Our studies show that the IC techniques achieve an attractive performance at a moderate complexity.
I. INTRODUCTION
In time-domain (TD) turbo equalisation schemes [1] , such as the maximum a posteriori probability (MAP) soft-in/soft-out (SISO) equaliser, the classic linear equaliser (LE) or the decision-feedback equaliser (DFE) may be invoked, both of which rely on the apriori information provided by the minimum mean-square error (MMSE) detector termed in this paper as 'soft-MMSE'. The apriori information provided for the inner detector/equaliser is represented by a channel interleaved logarithmic-likelihood-ratio (LLR) sequence of the extrinsic information fed back from the outer forward error correction (FEC) decoder. The soft-information is iteratively exchanged between the inner equaliser and the outer FEC decoder, jointly forming a turbo equaliser. Turbo equalisation schemes were analysed using extrinsic information transfer (EXIT) charts in [2] , [3] .
When considering a high-rate single-carrier frequency-division multiple-access (SC-FDMA) scheme in the context of the 3GPP Long Term Evolution (LTE) system communicating over high-dispersion channels having long channel impulse responses (CIR), the conventional single-tap linear frequency-domain equaliser (FDE) is capable of reducing the computational complexity by employing the discrete and the inverse discrete Fourier transform (DFT/IDFT) operations. Moreover, without joint equalisation and decoding, the FD-LEs or FD-DFEs based on matched-filtering (MF) or MMSE principles typically lead to a residual ISI [4] , [5] . In order to efficiently suppress the residual ISI, the above-mentioned SISO turbo equalisation principle may be employed, forming a FD turbo equaliser, referred to here as the turbo FDE.
In [6] , [7] , various turbo FD-LE schemes conceived for diverse single-carrier multiple-input multiple-output (MIMO) systems were investigated. Rather than using a LE in the FD, the DFE principle relying on interference cancellation (IC), either successive IC (SIC) 1 The work reported in this paper has formed part of the Core 5 Research Programme of the Virtual Center of Excellence in Mobile and Personal Communications, Mobile VCE, www.mobilevce.com, whose funding support, including that of EPSRC, is gratefully acknowledged. Fully detailed technical reports on this research are available to Industrial Members of Mobile VCE. or parallel IC (PIC), may also be adopted for the turbo FDE. In [5] , PIC-aided block based iterative FD-DFEs were proposed for the sake of cancelling not only the postcursors, but also the precursors of the ISI. In [8] , a reduced complexity algorithm was developed for the above-mentioned FD-DFEs, which achieved the same performance as its higher-complexity benchmark. For the sake of further improving the achievable performance, invoking FEC coding was proposed in [9] , [10] , where either hard-or soft-decisions may be fed back to the equaliser by the FEC decoder. More recently, the three-stage MMSE-assisted turbo FDE principle was proposed in [11] , which includes a SISO FD-LE, a unity-rate inner code and an irregular outer recursive convolutional code. To the best of our knowledge, the beneficial impact of the IC-assisted turbo FD-DFE on the achievable performance of the LTE uplink has not been quantified in the open literature, which motivates our research in this paper.
Specifically, in this paper we investigate the bit-interleaved coded modulation (BICM) [3] aided SC-FDMA uplink employing three different types of turbo FDEs, when communicating over frequencyselective fading channels. The first type is the soft-MMSE based turbo FD-LE [1] . The second type is referred to as the PIC-assisted turbo FD-DFE, which combines iterative PIC with FEC decoding. Finally, our proposed scheme represents the third type, which is referred to as the hybrid IC (HIC)-assisted turbo FD-DFE. In the HIC-assisted turbo FD-DFE, first the MMSE-SIC algorithm [12] , [13] is invoked to suppress the ISI. Then the above-mentioned PIC-aided turbo FD-DFE is active, in order to further improve the attainable performance. In this paper, the iterative improvement of the mutual information exchanged between the various FDEs and the FEC decoder is quantified with the aid of EXIT charts. The bit error ratio (BER) performance of the SC-FDMA employing the above-mentioned FDEs is studied with the aid of simulations. Our studies show that the soft-MMSE invoked in the turbo FD-LE is capable of providing a better performance than the iterative PIC relying on the MMSE principle. Furthermore, the attainable BER performance demonstrates that the lower-complexity PIC-aided turbo FD-DFE requires 0 − 3dB higher uplink transmit power, in comparison to the turbo FD-LE, when both of them use a relatively low number of iterations. Additionally, the HIC-aided turbo FD-DFE may achieve a higher maximum rate compared to the PIC-aided FD-DFE. Ultimately, all the IC techniques considered strike an attractive trade-off between the BER achieved and the complexity imposed.
II. SYSTEM MODEL

A. Transmitted Signal
The BICM-aided SC-FDMA transmitter is shown in Fig. 1 . Specifically, at the k-th mobile terminal (MT) (k = 0, 1, · · · , K − 1) the Nb-length binary source data stream b b b o k is initially encoded by an outer channel code, which in this paper is either a Recursive Systematic Convolutional (RSC) code [3] or the 'turbo-like' Irregular Repeat-Accumulate (IrRA) code of [14] , having a coding rate of Rc. Then, the outer encoded bit stream c c c Furthermore, as shown in Fig. 1 , the SC-FDMA symbol is transformed by an N -point DFT [15] from the TD to the FD, yielding
where F F FN denotes the normalised N -point DFT matrix. The k-th user's resultant symbols are then mapped to the N consecutive subbands selected from the entire set of U = (M × N ) subbands with the aid of the matrix P P P k for MT k, forming the so-called localised FDMA (LFDMA) scheme [15] . Specifically, we have the (u, n)-th entry of P P P k defined by
The resultant U -element FD symbol vector is then transformed to the TD by the U -point IDFT, which is similar to the action of the OFDM transmitter [15] . Consequently, the Usymbol baseband-equivalent discrete-time signal s s s t k transmitted by the k-th MT before inserting the cyclic-prefix (CP) can be expressed as
where the superscript t refers to the TD signal. We assume that the transmit power is normalised to unity, yielding P k = 1 in Eq. 
B. Signal Representation at the BS Receiver
The U -element TD signal vector holding all the K users' data received at the BS may be expressed as:
after removing the CP, whereH H H t k denotes the (U × U )-element TD circulant channel coefficient matrix of the k-th user. Next, after the U -point DFT transforming the signalỹ ỹ y t into the FD, the k -th user's signal is then demapped into the appropriate subbands according to the subband allocation represented by P P P k , yielding
where
represents the equivalent dispersive FD channel matrix, which is not exactly a diagonal matrix due to the residual ISI still contaminating the symbols after MMSE equalisation. In Eq. (3), n n n
t is the noise imposed at the BS's receiver, each element of which has a power of Nn = σ 
III. FREQUENCY-DOMAIN TURBO EQUALISATION
A. Soft-MMSE based Turbo FD-LE
The BS's receiver conceived for BICM-aided SC-FDMA systems is shown in Fig. 2(a) , which invokes the complex-valued MMSE turbo FD-LE using the iterative decoding (ID) scheme shown in Fig. 2(b) . The corresponding iterative equalisation and decoding philosophy was detailed in [3] . As shown in Fig. 2 , following the initial equalisation by the classic MMSE FD-LE and the BICM decoding, these blocks exchange extrinsic information in a number of consecutive iterations, in order to improve the attainable performance. To elaborate a little further, the mean of x x x t k , denoted by x x x t k in Fig. 2(a) , is generated by the bit-probability-to-symbol-probability conversion using a-priori LLRs, which are generated by appropriately ordering them by the interleaver based on the feedback of the BICM decoder seen in Fig. 2(b) . Therefore, by applying soft-information exchange between the equaliser and BICM decoder, the weight matrix of the MMSE FD-LE is updated based on the a-priori information gleaned during each iteration, which results in a high complexity. We refer this regime as soft-MMSE which further reduces the residual ISI imposed on the estimated symbols, but the required number of iterations may be increased. The design philosophy of the MMSE turbo FD-LE receiver was detailed in [1] .
B. IC Assisted Turbo FD-DFE
Apart from the soft-MMSE aided turbo FD-LE, the turbo FD-DFE may be considered as an alternative technique of mitigating multipath fading. The multi-stage PIC [15] aided turbo FD-DFE of Fig. 3 may employ a LE based on the MMSE principle, which is termed as the linear MMSE (L-MMSE), invoked for the initial filtering of the received signal in the FD, before FEC decoding takes place. Then, this PIC aided turbo FD-DFE carries out the MF based PIC (MF-PIC) operation on a block-by-block basis using the FEC decoded bit stream during each iteration. However, the residual ISI persisting after the initial LE process may degrade the performance of the FEC decoder and the resultant error propagation may even be further precipitated during the PIC phase, unless additionally turbo iterations are invoked.
The real-valued MMSE based FD-DFE [13] relying on the SIC principle is portrayed in Figure 4 , which is referred to as the Fig. 4 . Reliability-aided real-valued MMSE-SIC [13] MMSE-SIC FD-DFE scheme. The related reliability-aided MMSE-SIC philosophy was originally applied for detection in CDMA or SDMA systems [12] , [13] . Unlike the conventional MMSE-SIC, which quantifies the reliabilities of the detected symbols in terms of the SINR, the real-valued MMSE-SIC determines the SIC-ordering based on the maximum MAP criterion. Therefore, the impact of both the fading and that of random noise is taken into account during the SIC process.
Rather than using the FD-LE for initial equalisation, our proposed HIC-aided turbo FD-DFE scheme invokes the MMSE-SIC in order to make the symbols as reliable as possible for decoding during the first phase. Then, this MMSE-SIC operation is followed by the PIC based turbo FD-DFE which is combined with the BICM-ID decoding step. As shown in Fig. 3 , following the MMSE-SIC based FD-DFE, the extrinsic information output by the decoder is fed forward as the apriori LLR of the first-stage PIC, rather than being fed back as that of the soft-MMSE equaliser of Fig. 2(a) . Therefore, the soft-information generated by the PIC scheme may be iteratively exchanged between the MF-PIC based FD-DFE and the FEC decoder. By incorporating the real-valued MMSE-SIC shown in Figure 4 into the Type-II turbo FDE of our SC-FDMA, we are now capable of removing nearly all the residual ISI. Let us briefly elaborate on these procedures as follows.
1) MMSE-SIC:
Based on Eq. (3), the equivalent real-valued 2N -element signal model of y y y k = H H H k x x x k + n n n k may be formed, where H H H k denotes a (2N × 2N ) -element real-valued version of H H H k [13] . Thus, the n-th element of the real or imaginary part denoted as (·)-part in the estimated TD vector z z z k may be derived as
where h h h (·) k ,n is the n-th column of the (·)-part of H H H k . Furthermore, w w w k ,n represents the n-th column of the (·)-part in the MMSE weightmatrix W W W k expressed as [13] w w w
where e e e (·) n denotes a vector in which the i-th element is 0 for (i = n), while the n-th element of the (·)-part is 1.
Moreover, the detection reliability of x I k ,n (or x Q k ,n ) of x x x k based on the MAP criterion has to be estimated for determining the SICordering, which is formulated as
, are the a-priori probabilities of the real part or imaginary part of the symbols. For the i -th √ M-ray PAM symbols associated with half-power in the constellation set S , we have
n,i , where μ 
, which is the corresponding soft-output extrinsic information of the MMSE-SIC FD-DFE expressed as:
while for the n-th symbol, we have According to [12] , during each SIC stage s for s = 0, 1, · · · , (2N − 1) , we update z z z 
}. By making a decision based on z (s)
k ,ν (s) , we obtain the corresponding real or imaginary part of a symbolx
, which is used for SIC by invoking the operation of y y y (s) . Hence, we have the following MMSE weight matrix at the s-th stage [13] W W W
2N is a permutation matrix obtained from I I I2N by deleting the columns corresponding to the symbols that have already been detected.
2) Iterative MF-PIC: After the random soft-bit interleaver π, the resultant a-priori LLRs are used for making a decision concerning the ns-th QAM symbol in the received frame based on the MAP criterion for ns = 0, 1, · · · , Ns − 1. The soft-estimates of the PIC aided DFE may be expressed as
Based on Eq. (3), at the s-th PIC stage for s = 1, 2, · · · , the interference imposed by all the estimated symbols -except for the n-th symbol -is then suppressed according to [15] y y y
where Ξ Ξ Ξn is the permutation matrix generated by nulling the nth diagonal element in the matrix I I IN . Therefore, the n-th decision variable generated after the s-th PIC stage becomes available by carrying out the MF operation, yielding: 
IV. SIMULATION RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
In this section, we evaluate the performance achieved by the various turbo FDEs schemes relying on the LFDMA system for direct transmission to the single-antenna aided BS over uncorrelated frequency-selective Rayleigh fading channels. We assume perfect power control, which eliminates the effects of shadowing. Our simulation parameters are summarised in Table I . Fig. 5 portrays the EXIT charts of three types of MMSE based turbo FDE schemes invoking two different BICM arrangements to be detailed later for the LFDMA systems, respectively. 2 The turbo FD-LE scheme of Fig. 2(a) Fig. 3 for the PIC-aided turbo FD-DFE and for the HIC-aided turbo FD-DFE arrangements that the a-priori information is only exploited by the MF-PIC FD-DFE block of Fig. 3 . Observe furthermore that the HIC-aided turbo FD-DFE arrangement of Fig. 3 degenerates to the MMSE-SIC FD-DFE for I = 0. Therefore, as observed in Fig. 5(c) , the EXIT function of the PIC-aided turbo FD-DFE scheme becomes a two-segment curve, where the first sequent representing the L-MMSE is between the point [I Corresponding two-segment curves of L-MMSE and MMSE-SIC invoking BICM-2 are plotted in Fig. 5(d) and Fig. 5(f) .
In the EXIT chart, the area below the inner component's EXIT curve, namely that of the turbo FDE, represents the maximum achievable rate of the transceiver. Additionally, the 'corner' points on these two-segment inner component EXIT curves are marked by the symbol in Based on a simular argument, the HIC-aided turbo FD-DFE exhibits a higher maximum achievable rate than the PIC-aided turbo FD-DFE, both of which relay on the same iterative MF-PIC. 3 When BICM-2 aided system operating at the threshold of error-free decoding, the turbo FD-LE requires I = 12 iterations at an Eb/N0 = 4 dB in Fig. 5(b) , while the PIC-aided and HIC-aided turbo FD-DFE only require I = 3 iterations at an Eb/N0 = 8 dB in Fig. 5(d) and Fig. 5(f) , respectively.
The final BER performance curves upon varying the number of iterations I are shown in Fig. 6 , while the associated implementation complexity was quantified in Table II . Observe in Fig. 6 (a) that all three types of turbo FDE schemes are capable of achieving a similar performance for I = 3 in the BICM-1 aided SC-FDMA system. As seen in Fig. 6(b) , albeit the turbo FD-LE provides a 2.5 dB power gain at a BER of 10 −4 over the turbo FD-DFE scheme relying on I = 3 iterations, the complexity of the turbo FD-LE is O{NvC2 + C6} per 2 The staircase-shaped black curves represent the actual Monte-Carlo simulation based mutual information exchange trajectories between the inner and outer components, which are indicated by the grey curves with labels. When operating without invoking iterations between the equaliser and FEC decoder for I = 0, both the turbo FD-LE and PIC-aided turbo FD-DFE degenerate to a classic single-tap MMSE FD-LE. 3 Naturally, at lower E b /N 0 values the inner component EXIT curves are shifted further down, indicating a lower achievable throughput, where the EXIT tunnel might become closed. 
. iteration for Q bits per symbol, which is higher than the O{NvC4 + C6} per iteration for the PIC/HIC aided turbo FD-DFE schemes, as shown in Table II . 4 Therefore, if the factor N higher complexity per iteration of the FD-LE is not justifiable upon increasing I, then we advocate the low-complexity HIC-aided turbo FD-DFE for the BICMV. CONCLUSIONS In this contribution, we investigated three types of turbo FDE receivers conceived for the LTE SC-FDMA uplink. Explicitly, a turbo FD-LE, a PIC-aided turbo FD-DFE and a HIC-aided turbo FD-DFE were conceived. Their performance was investigated with the aid of EXIT charts in the context of two BICM arrangements, when communicating over frequency-selective fading channels. Compared to the PIC-aided turbo FD-DFE, the HIC-aided one may provide a higher maximum rate. When the HIC-aided turbo FD-DFE associated with I ≥ 1 iterations between the PIC-aided FD-DFE and FEC decoder, the advantage of the MMSE-SIC erodes, since the SIC was not incorporated into the iterative decoding loop. Our results demonstrated all the turbo FDEs considered are capable of achieve a similar BER performance, in conjunction with 1/2-rate RSC coded 4-QAM. By contrast, when the 1/4-rate NS-IrRA coded 16-QAM scheme is employed, the PIC-/HIC-aided turbo FD-DFEs may benefit from a low implementational complexity, while reducing the required transmission power by 0 − 3dB, in comparison to the turbo FD-LE. Additionally, when the 1/2-rate RSC coded 4-QAM system does not rely on iterative detection, the reliability-aided MMSE-SIC FD-DFE is capable of significantly outperforming the single-tap MMSE FD-LE benchmark.
